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ULI Status – August, 2014

• Monthly meetings
• Currently supported locales: **de en es fr it pt ru**
• Data updates from DBPedia
  ○ Earlier 2014 update, reviewed by other ULI contributors: **de en es fr it**
    ▪ **de +102, en +128, es +33, fr +21, it +11** suppressions
    ▪ Plus updates from CLDR-sourced abbreviations (month names)
    ▪ Now in CLDR trunk for CLDR 26
  ○ New incoming data, 99 locales
    ▪ Still being analyzed
    ▪ Probably won't make CLDR 26
• Session at Fall Unicode Conference on ULI and DBPedia
• Steven R. Loomis is now ULI-TC (after Helena Chapman)